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Abstract

Neutrophils are increasingly associated with tuberculosis (TB) disease. Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), which are released by neutrophils as a host antimicrobial defense mechanism, are also associated with tissue damage. However, a link between NET levels and TB disease has not been studied. Here we investigate plasma NETs levels in patients with active pulmonary tuberculosis using an ELISA assay that is suitable for high-throughput processing. We show that plasma NETs levels at baseline correlated with disease severity and decreased with antibiotic therapy. Our study demonstrates the biologic plausibility of measuring NETs in plasma samples from patients with TB.

Introduction

*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (Mtb), the etiologic agent of tuberculosis (TB), is the leading infectious cause of death worldwide [1]. Macrophages have been generally regarded as the site of Mtb infection, but neutrophils are increasingly associated with TB disease in humans [2]. Studies suggest that neutrophils mediate lung pathology and an interferon-inducible neutrophil-driven transcript signature in blood has been associated with TB clinical severity. Moreover, Mtb has been detected within neutrophils isolated from the airways of patients with active pulmonary TB patients [3–5].

Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are a proposed mechanism of neutrophil antimicrobial activity that represent an important strategy to trap and kill invading microbes [6]. NETs consist of chromatin released from neutrophils that forms a scaffold with granule-derived antimicrobial peptides and enzymes to immobilize extracellular pathogens [7, 8]. Human neutrophil elastase (HNE) and myeloperoxidase (MPO) are essential for NET formation and both these enzymes are found within primary granules of resting neutrophils [8, 9]. HNE cleaves
histones to unveil DNA, while MPO assists HNE to translocate to the nucleus during the process of NET formation [9]. Mtb has been shown to trigger neutrophil release of NETs in vitro and sputum specimens from subjects infected with Mtb contain a higher concentration of extracellular DNA compared to uninfected controls [10, 11]. While NETs were originally described as a host antimicrobial defense mechanism, NET formation has also been observed in inflammatory disorders and associated with tissue damage, suggesting an association with exacerbated inflammation and disease pathology [6, 8]. While neutrophil accumulation has been associated with TB in animal models and humans, a potential link between NET levels and human TB disease has not yet been investigated. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that NET levels correlate with TB disease.

Extracellular DNA alone is not a NET-specific measure [12]. Detection of NETs has largely relied on immunostaining and electron microscopy of DNA complexed with NET-components, which are difficult to quantitate and not conducive to high throughput use in clinical settings. To quantitate NETs, we used an ELISA assay that measures NET-specific MPO-DNA complexes in human clinical samples previously developed by the Rada group [12, 13]. Complexes of MPO-DNA derive from neutrophils releasing NETs and therefore serve as direct measures of NET formation [12, 13]. In this study, we sought to use this assay to evaluate the levels of NETs (MPO-DNA complexes), MPO and HNE in plasma from patients with active TB disease, subjects with latent TB infection (LTBI) and healthy controls (HC) with no known comorbidities (including LTBI). We found that plasma levels of NETs, MPO and HNE were significantly elevated in individuals with active TB compared to those with LTBI or HC and correlated with Mtb burden. This study demonstrates the biologic plausibility of measuring NETs in human plasma samples from TB patients [13].

**Materials and methods**

**Study participants**

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-negative adults with respiratory culture confirmed active TB (ATB) with an inpatient admission to the Grady Memorial Hospital (Atlanta, GA, United States of America) and who were followed for ATB treatment in a local health department after hospital discharge were eligible for inclusion. When feasible, 3 plasma samples were obtained longitudinally. The first sample, referred to as “time point 0”, was collected close to the time of initiation of therapy for ATB. The second sample, referred to as “time point 1”, was designed to be collected close to the predicted time of sputum culture conversion (approximately 2 months after treatment initiation). The last sample, referred to as “time point 2”, was designed to be collected close to completion of therapy for ATB.

HIV-negative adults from Atlanta were identified as having LTBI by a positive ESAT6-CFP10-specific IFN-γ ELISPOT assay as previously described [14]. HC with no known comorbidities (including LTBI) were recruited at Emory University. This study was approved by the Emory University Institutional Review Board. All participants provided written informed consent for the collection of samples and subsequent analysis.

**ELISA**

Concentrations of MPO and HNE in human plasma were measured by commercial ELISA kits (Human MPO ELISA kit, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MS, USA; Human PMN elastase ELISA kit, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) following manufacturers’ instructions. Levels of MPO-DNA complexes were assessed by an MPO-DNA ELISA as described previously [12, 13]. Briefly, human plasma samples were diluted 10-fold in sterile PBS and subjected to
MPO-DNA ELISA. Results are expressed as percentages of the “NET-standard” that contains pooled supernatants of PMA-stimulated human neutrophils and serves as a reference [13].

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using R version 3.2.3 and SAS version 9.4. Differences between non-paired samples were assessed with the Mann-Whitney U test. Differences between paired samples were assessed by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. To model the longitudinal response to therapy from ATB patients, generalized estimating equation (GEE) models were used to account for the correlation of repeated measures within a patient. HNE and MPO were log-transformed for GEE models and bivariate analysis. Time on TB therapy was counted from the receipt of the first dose of TB therapy to the last dose of TB therapy, irrespective of treatment interruptions. Association between clinical parameters and markers of NET formation were assessed through correlation and ANOVA. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Description of study participants
Nineteen patients with ATB were included in the study. The majority of patients with ATB were male, non-Hispanic black, and born in the United States (US) (Table 1). Patients had a high burden of disease. Thirteen (68%) patients had a high grade sputum acid fast smear

Table 1. Baseline cohort characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age (IQR), years</td>
<td>52.4 (47–56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US born a</td>
<td>18 (95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic black b</td>
<td>16 (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median BMI at presentation (IQR)</td>
<td>20.1 (18.4–23.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV positive</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum culture positive for MTb</td>
<td>19 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum NAAT positive for MTb c</td>
<td>16 (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smear grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>2 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2+</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4+</td>
<td>13 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavitary disease</td>
<td>13 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest cavity size, median, (IQR), centimeters d</td>
<td>4.3 (2.2–4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug susceptibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoniazid mono-resistance a</td>
<td>5 (26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; US, United States; BMI, body mass index; HIV, Human Immunodeficiency Virus; MTb—Mycobacterium tuberculosis; NAAT, Nucleic acid amplification test

a 1 subject born in India
b White (n = 2), Asian (n = 1)
c Data missing n = 3
d Data missing n = 4
e All susceptible to rifampin

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0182587.t001
(3–4+) and 13(68%) had cavitary lung disease. All patients were started on standard TB drug regimen of rifampin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol under directly observed therapy (DOT) as recommended by current US guidelines [15]. Five (26%) patients had isoniazid mono-resistant TB and their drug regimens were adjusted at the discretion of the local health department physician.

The median time between collection of plasma sample for time point 0 and initiation of TB therapy was 1 day (T0, Fig 1 and S1 Fig). Eighteen of the nineteen patients included in the study had plasma collected for time point 1 (T1, Fig 1B and S1 Fig). All patients achieved sputum culture conversion (median 15 days, IQR 1–54 days). Plasma for time point 1 was collected a median of 15 days before sputum culture conversion. Finally, fifteen of the nineteen subjects enrolled had plasma available for analysis of time point 2 (T2, Fig 1B and S1 Fig). Plasma for time point 2 was collected a median of 8.2 months after initiation of TB therapy and the median length of TB therapy was 9.7 months. DOT sheets were available for review for 16 patients with ATB. All of these 16 patients had DOT adherence above 80% for the first 3 months of TB therapy. Three patients had treatment interruption after the first 3 months of TB therapy, two for non-adherence and the other for not receiving medications while incarcerated. All patients were considered cured at the completion of TB therapy and no disease relapses have been reported to the state of Georgia health authorities.

**Fig 1. Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) plasma levels.** Panel A: comparison of NET plasma levels among subjects with latent tuberculosis infection, healthy controls, and baseline samples of patients with active tuberculosis. Panel B: NET plasma levels during treatment for active tuberculosis and comparison with subjects with latent tuberculosis infection. Abbreviations: NET, Neutrophil Extracellular Traps; MPO, Myeloperoxidase; HNE, Human Neutrophil Elastase; LTBI, Latent Tuberculosis Infection; ATB, Active Tuberculosis; HC, Healthy Control. * P ≤ 0.05; ** P > 0.05; *** P > 0.01.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0182587.g001
Twenty-two individuals identified with LTBI and 4 HC were included. All individuals with LTBI were HIV-negative non-smokers with no recent history of severe respiratory disease and had normal chest x-rays. HC had no known comorbidities.

Markers of NET formation are associated with TB disease

Plasma MPO-DNA, MPO, and HNE levels were significantly higher in patients with ATB at time point 0 compared to subjects with LTBI and HC (Fig 1A). HC and subjects with LTBI had similar plasma MPO-DNA, MPO, and HNE levels (Fig 1A).

Plasma MPO-DNA levels declined with TB therapy (Fig 1B, left). This finding was statistically significant between time points 0 and 2 and approached borderline statistical significance between time points 0 and 1 (p = 0.059). Plasma MPO-DNA levels were similar between ATB patients at time point 2 and subjects with LTBI. These data indicate that plasma NETs concentrations are associated with TB disease.

A GEE model of MPO-DNA levels was not feasible due to the 3 outliers with ATB plasma MPO-DNA levels above 100% of the assay standard at T0 (Fig 1B, left). All 3 outliers had a high grade acid-fast smear (3–4+) and cavitary disease. Two of the three outliers required intensive care unit (ICU) admission during index hospitalization. None of the other patients in the ATB cohort had an ICU admission (p = 0.02). Other markers of disease severity such as body mass index (BMI) at admission and time to sputum culture conversion were similar between these 3 outliers for plasma MPO-DNA levels and the other 16 patients with ATB.

Plasma MPO and HNE levels had a statistically significant linear trend of decline over the 3 time points (Fig 1B, middle and right). Plasma MPO and HNE levels remained elevated at time point 2 compared to subjects with LTBI and HC. This difference was statistically significant for all comparisons, except for plasma MPO levels between time point 2 and HC (p = 0.06). Plasma MPO and HNE trends were not associated with white blood cell (WBC) and/or neutrophil trends both alone or in combination (data not shown). This association could not be tested for MPO-DNA as GEE modeling was not feasible. There was no association between age, BMI at TB diagnosis, smear grade, presence of cavity, or cavity size and markers of NET formation at baseline by bivariate analysis (data not shown).

Discussion

Our results show that active TB in human patients is associated with higher systemic concentrations of the following neutrophil markers: NETs (MPO-DNA), MPO, and HNE indicating that robust neutrophil activation accompanies TB disease and can also be tracked in the plasma. These data suggest that NET formation could be a major contributor to the reported rapid neutrophil cell death during acute TB [2]. NET release during Mtb infection may promote immunopathology, for example by promoting the development of caseous granulomatous lesions in the lung [4]. These observations strengthen accumulating evidence that neutrophils play a major role in TB pathogenesis [2]. Previously MPO and HNE have been detected in sputa and BAL samples of TB patients but our data showing their easy detection in the blood suggests that they may have utility as potential biomarkers of active TB. Moreover, our data showing decreased NET levels in plasma following chemotherapy, mirror antibiotic-mediated clearance of Mtb.

Neutrophils have recently attracted increased attention from the TB scientific community, however their role in vivo in human TB remains poorly understood. Neutrophils were shown to release NETs in vitro when exposed to Mtb [10]. Our data showing measurable levels of NETs in the plasma of ATB patients indicate that NET formation occurs in vivo in patients with TB disease. MPO-DNA complexes present in plasma only detect NETs, but do not
indicate whether NETs have been generated in neutrophils in an NADPH oxidase-dependent or–independent manner. In vitro NET release stimulated by Mtb or BCG coincides with robust superoxide production in neutrophils [10, 16, 17]. The NADPH oxidase inhibitor diphenylene iodonium inhibited Mtb-induced NET formation similarly to that stimulated by the oxidase activator phorbol-myristate-acetate [18]. These data suggest that NETs present in plasma of patients with active TB were generated in neutrophils by an oxidative mechanism. NADPH oxidase-independent, calcium-dependent NET release is mediated by protein arginine deiminase 4 (PAD4) and produces citrullinated histones in the process [19, 20]. Whether citrullinated histones are elevated or unchanged in patients with active TB, remains an open question.

NETs are only one of the several activation markers of neutrophils. Neutrophils were shown to release metalloproteases and cytokines in response to Mtb [11, 21]. Whether NET formation is the mechanism for their release, remains to be studied. Neutrophils can release MPO and HNE also by degranulation. The fact that levels of both, total MPO and MPO-DNA complexes behave similarly in our study and neutrophils do not release MPO in vitro by degranulation [16], suggests that most plasma MPO is released by NET formation in active TB.

**Conclusion**

We report enhanced levels of NETs in human plasma during ATB compared to LTBI and decreased NET levels in ATB following anti-TB therapy. Inhibiting NET release in conjunction with antibiotic therapy could be clinically beneficial and future mechanistic studies are required to further reveal the contribution of NETs to disease pathogenesis.
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